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Abstract
In this work, we leverage a panel of over 1.6 million Twitter users matched
with public voter records to assess how a standard keyword-based approach
to social media data collection performs in the context of participatory
politics, and we critically examine the speech this method leaves behind.
We find that keyword classifiers undercount young people’s participation in
online political discourse, and that valuable political expression is lost in
the process. We argue that a mainstream keyword approach to collecting
social media data is not well-suited to the participatory politics associated
with young people andmay reinforce a false perception of youth political
apathy as a result.

Keywords: keyword classifiers, participatory politics, online discourse

Introduction

Young people’s political participation in the United States is in many ways
devalued. Citing low scores on traditional participation measures, youth
are often regarded as politically apathetic, uninformed, and precipitating a
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THE SPEECH WE MISS

broader crisis in democracy (Flanagan & Levine, 2010). While this degrading
view of youth has persisted in scholarly literature and the popular imagi-
nation alike, it is increasingly contested. Youth face structural barriers to
institutional forms of participation, as US political institutions were neither
created nor advanced with them in mind (Zhu et al., 2019). Meanwhile, hav-
ing grownupwithnewmedia technologies and the ability to give direct input
and feedback in real time, youth have developed new sensibilities for what
participation looks like (Jenkins et al., 2015). These two phenomena have
led youth to engage in a “participatory politics” that aims to shape political
outcomes by emphasizing peer interaction and discursive power over for-
mal elites and institutions (Cohen & Kahne, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2016). Such
foci render traditional political participation metrics (e.g., voter turnout)
inadequate, and suggest that relying on these metrics misrepresents the
extent of youth political participation. To fully analyze and appreciate youth
political participation, then, requires investigating participatory politics
directly.

Political discourse on social media is a primary site of participatory pol-
itics, and a natural context for studying its form and function. To begin,
social media is the infrastructure that has brought participatory politics
to life: It enables the amplification of voices outside of mainstreammedia
(Jenkins et al., 2016), and creates the space to connect, share, and deliberate
through peer-to-peer networks (Cohen&Kahne, 2012). Beyond that, asmen-
tioned, discourse is a key lever in the participatory politics framework. It is
central, among other reasons, because it doesn’t rely on institutional access,
and can prompt the kind of shifts in public attitudes that have historically
accomplished more for young people than electoral victories (Jenkins et al.,
2016). While more traditional definitions of political participation may not
include discursive engagement, favoring instead behavioral acts like voting
and canvassing, the participatory politics literature explicitly positions it as
an active and effective form of participation (Van Deth, 2016).

From a data perspective, turning to political discourse on social media
offers the potential to analyze participatory politics at scale and through
its direct artifacts. To realize that potential, however, requires accurately
identifying those artifacts in the first place; failure on this front could mean
continuing the harmful legacy of using unfit measures to judge young peo-
ple’s political participation. In this work, we leverage a panel that matches
over 1.6 million Twitter users with public voter records to assess how a stan-
dard keyword-based approach to social media data collection performs
in the context of participatory politics. Focusing on the 2020 US presiden-
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tial election, we find that keyword classifiers, whether expert-curated or
inductively-defined, obscure and undercount young people’s (20-29) partic-
ipation in the election discourse.

Moreover, through a critical discourse analysis, we discover that the
speech overlooked by a keyword method contains rich discussion of the
election. Humor and emotional appeals feature prominently therein, where
they signal political awareness, mediate the construction of in- and out-
groups, and renegotiate political power by breaking with mainstream con-
ventions of political debate. To miss this speech, then, is to miss important
contributions to the online election discourse and powerful examples of
youth political participation more broadly. We ultimately argue that a main-
stream keyword approach to collecting social media data is not well-suited
to studying the participatory politics associated with young people and is
poised to reinforce long-standing political power imbalances as a result.

Related Work

Participatory Politics

Young people’s political participation is often discussed through a narra-
tive of decline; as Jenkins et al. (2016) explain, young people are “seen as
emblematic of the crisis in democracy—represented as apathetic about
institutional politics, ill-informed about current affairs, and unwilling to
register and vote” (p. 7). This perception is supported by a range of findings
and arguments tied to traditional ways of measuring political participation.
To name a few: youth make up the smallest proportion of voters (Khosla,
2022; O’Neill, 2022), are increasingly detached from political institutions
(Putnam, 2000; Sloam &Henn, 2019), tend to believe their political involve-
ment is inconsequential (Harvard Youth Poll: Top Trends and Takeaways,
2022), exhibit low levels of news consumption and political knowledge (Wat-
tenberg, 2015), and express low confidence in governmental institutions
(Pew Research Center, 2022).

While the findings listed above may be true, the conclusion that youth
are politically apathetic is not. As Bennett et al. (2011) argue, a lack of par-
ticipation according to these measures points to the “fragmentation of an
old civic order”; meanwhile, young people are at the forefront of “emerging
civic styles.” Young people’s turn toward new forms of participation is hardly
surprising, since they face a number of barriers in the formal political sphere.
For example, there areminimumage restrictions on voting, and even stricter
ones on running for public office (Longley, 2022; Nwanevu, 2014); further,
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youth are less likely to be stable homeowners, which has a negative effect
on electoral participation (Mejia et al., 2018). Compounding all of this, the
issues they find important tend to be ignored by elected officials (King &
Weisman, 2022).

The emergent political style associated with youth has been named
“participatory politics,” whichCohen andKahne (2012) define as “interactive,
peer-based acts through which individuals and groups seek to exert voice
and influence on issues of public concern.” Further, “these acts are not
guided by deference to elites or formal institutions.” As such, participatory
politics “facilitates a renegotiationofpolitical power,” and lendsmoreagency
and independence to non-elite political actors.

Participatory politics has been framed as an outgrowth of amore general
“participatory culture,” wherein everyday individuals are encouraged to take
part in media making practices that they find meaningful, often inspired by
cultural interests (Jenkins, 2006). Participatory culture emphasizes creating
and sharing content, fueled by a sense of empowerment over that process
and the ability to forge social ties through it (Jenkins et al., 2017). The recent
proliferation of newmedia technologies has led to a “more” participatory
culture, in which the majority of youth today have been socialized (Pren-
sky, 2001). These youth have increasingly employed the “skills norms, and
networks” (Cohen & Kahne, 2012) of participatory culture for political ends,
thus giving way to participatory politics. This lineage positions participatory
politics as a playful, confident form of political engagement that centers
community bonds, “social and cultural mechanisms,” and “expressive and
discursive power” (Jenkins et al., 2016, pp. 2, 4). Moreover, it primarily plays
out on social media, where all users are de facto media makers, and creative
personal expression reigns supreme.

Given all of the above, participatory politics can be seen as a turn away
from the hierarchical model that characterizes American political institu-
tions, and a step toward a more inclusive and empowering system. Indeed,
despite digital divides and inequalities, participatory politics has been found
to be equitably distributed across demographic groups (Cohen & Kahne,
2012). Recent studies have upheld this finding, showing that online politi-
cal participation attracts youth frommore diverse backgrounds and is less
stratified by social economic status than traditional forms of participation,
like voting (Lane et al., 2023; Vromen et al., 2016).

Though it remains a departure from some longstanding notions of polit-
ical participation, recent work has framed youth participatory politics as
essential to social and political processes (Kligler-Vilenchik & Literat, 2020),
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and has increasingly taken its legitimacy as a starting point (Lane, 2020).
This has allowed participatory politics research to move beyond proving its
significance and, primarily by examining youth political expression online,
focus on exploring its contours and complexities. For instance, scholars have
found thatwhile politicalmemes andpop culture references are central, they
are not uniformly loved or viewed as beneficial (Literat & Kligler-Vilenchik,
2021; Penney, 2020). At the same time, political agency and belonging have
been definitively located within these creative strategies (Kligler-Vilenchik
& Literat, 2018). Other work has detailed the way digital affordances figure
in, including how connection to like-minded others tends to support youth
political expression online (Literat & Kligler-Vilenchik, 2019), while design
choices like identifiability tend to limit it (Lane, 2020). As a whole, these
studies have helped to paint a more nuanced and hybridized picture of par-
ticipatory politics (Penney, 2019), while maintaining its worth and political
pertinence.

Role of NewMedia and Data Collection

As is evident from the historical and theoretical underpinnings of partici-
patory politics cited above, as well as the recent body of work on the topic,
young people’s online political discourse is a promising site for interrogat-
ing the nature and application of participatory politics. Going directly to
the source, it appreciates the prevalence of exerting voice, interacting with
peers, creating content, and circulating ideas. This approach also allows for
large-scale analyses, and reference to participatory politics’ direct artifacts
in the form of the social media posts themselves.

When building a corpus of socialmedia discourse around a certain topic,
political or otherwise, it is extremely common for researchers to determine
discursive relevance through the use of a keyword classifier (Chen et al.,
2022; Driscoll & Walker, 2014; King et al., 2017; Pew Research Center, 2019).
This involves generating a list of words that pertain to the topic of interest
and pulling all the posts that include at least one of thosewords. The process
is entirely automated, as the universe of posts on social media is far too vast
for manual sorting. It is also relatively straightforward and intuitive, and
more expansive than, say, collecting data solely based on hashtags, as it
attempts to capture a thematic conversation in full.

Between the potential of studying observational social media data to
understand participatory politics, and the legacy of using unfit metrics to
evaluate youth political participation, this paper asks: Howdoes a keyword-
based classifier perform in the context of young people’s online 2020
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presidential election discourse? What kind of speech is missed through
this approach? Howdoes the speechwemissmatter for purposes ofmea-
surement and our ability to quantify participation in online political dis-
courses? How does it matter in terms of our normative understandings
of participatory politics and the boundaries of political participation?

Taken together, the answers to these questions illuminate the ways in
which a standard methodological choice can compromise our measure-
ments of and appreciation for political participation – particularly among
youth. In pursuit of these answers, we focus on the 2020 presidential election
because it was a major event in US politics, receiving extensive attention
across demographic groups, including youth (Penney, 2019).

Data

Twitter Panel

To address our questions, we drew from a panel developed by Grinberg et al.
(2019) that matches 1,643,182 Twitter users with public US voter records. The
panel was created by sampling users from Twitter’s 10% Decahose between
2014 and 2017 andmatching those users on name and location with public
voter records compiled by the data vendor TargetSmart in 2017. More details
on the exact matching process can be found in Grinberg et al., 2019; Shugars
et al., 2021; and Hughes et al., 2021. Because the voter records are from 2017
(and include a share of preregistered 17-year-olds), the youngest users in
the panel were 20 years old during the 2020 US presidential election.

Matching Twitter users to voter records ensures that we are studying
real individuals, as opposed to organizations or bots (Gorwa & Guilbeault,
2020; Varol et al., 2017). More importantly, we can associate these individuals
with demographic attributes detailed in their voter files, including age. That
said, the panel contains biases based on which Twitter users can be suc-
cessfully matched by name and location. Prior work shows that our panel
slightly over-represents white users and women, and undercounts Asians
and Hispanics (Hughes et al., 2021). In addition, non-registered citizens and
disenfranchised peoplemake important contributions to election discourse,
but they are excluded from the panel by design (Kennedy & Deane, 2017;
White & Nguyen, 2022). Others still are simply unlisted in voter files and
similar data (Jackman & Spahn, 2021). Despite these limitations, our panel
is a powerful dataset for studying participatory politics via social media
discourse.

We chose to focus on Twitter because it has an undeniable effect on the
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American political climate (Munger, 2017), plays an instrumental role in
organizing political movements globally (Lotan et al., 2011; Tufekci, 2017),
and may be shifting the balance of political visibility (Freelon et al., 2018;
Jackson et al., 2020). Moreover, Twitter sees itself as playing “a critical role”
in “empowering democratic conversation [and] driving civic participation,”
and took concrete steps to modify and augment its platform in anticipation
of the 2020 presidential election (Gadde & Beykpour, 2020). Twitter’s actions
were especially reasonable, as the election is a news event, and Twitter is
a main news site for many Americans (Mitchell, et al., 2021). While Twitter
is not the primary platform among young people, 18-29 year-olds are more
likely than any other cohort to have an account (Pew Research Center, 2021).

Election Tweets

We collected all panelist tweets between November 1st and 15th of 2020,
which we set as our election window. This resulted in a total corpus of
18,634,163 tweets generated by 418, 976 unique users across all age groups.
In general, users aged 30-49 were the most prolific, having produced 38% of
the tweets in the corpus; users aged 20-29 produced 18% of the tweets, those
aged 50-64 produced 29% of tweets, and those aged 65-89 produced 14% of
tweets.

Since we were dealing with a large number of tweets, we took a sample
of them for hand coding. Because we wanted our sample to capture both
election and non-election tweets, we first employed a keyword-based clas-
sifier to label every tweet in our initial corpus as either election related or
not. As part of our analysis, we inspected the accuracy of this classifier and
determined whether a better keyword-based classifier could be constructed.
However, for the purpose of sampling our data, this initial classifier helped
ensure that our final corpus of hand-coded tweets had some representation
of both election and non-election content. Specifically, tweets were marked
as election related by the classifier if they matched one of our 118 expert-
curated election keywords representing a range of election discourse (see
Appendix). Tweets were also marked as election related if they contained
a relevant URL (Gallagher et al., 2021; Shugars et al., 2021), where a URL is
considered relevant if it co-occured with keywords at least 100 times and at
least 20% of its use was with at least one keyword; these cutoffs were chosen
because they improve the sensitivity of identifying topical URLs without
compromising precision (Shugars et al., 2021). The resulting election corpus
contained 6,428,620 tweets – 34%of the total set; the remaining 66%of tweets
were labeled as non-election related.
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Next, for each individual age in a cohort, we sampled the top election
and non-election tweets according to retweet count. Specifically, we took
the top 0.4% of tweets, or the top 100 tweets if 0.4% yielded less than that. We
focused on the most popular (i.e., most retweeted) tweets – a common ap-
proach in the case of Twitter data (Jackson et al., 2020) – since they accrued
more visibility and likely held more discussive influence than the average
tweet. While they may not be representative of election tweets writ large,
which would have required a random sampling strategy, they typify those
most prominent within the election discourse. The sampling thresholds
were chosen to ensure the sample sizes were substantially large and rep-
resentative, as well as feasible to read given our time and resources. We
incorporated the absolute value (100) in addition to the percentage (0.4%)
because the variance in the total number of election tweets per age occasion-
ally rendered the percent threshold insufficient; however, when possible,
we preferred the percentage for its ability to conserve the distribution of
tweets by age found in the full dataset. After aggregating individual ages
back into four cohort brackets (20-29, 30-49, 50-64, and 65-89), we were left
with a total of 8 unique samples, the sizes of which are reported in Table
1; each sample covers over half of the retweets for the corresponding age
group in the initial corpora. We used the composite sample of 16,245 tweets
as our primary corpus for analysis.

Cohort
Election
Sample
(N)

Non-
Election
Sample
(N)

False
Negative
Rate

False
Positive
Rate

Precision Recall Accuracy
F1
Score

20-29 883 1856 36.6% 3.44% 0.945 0.634 0.806 0.759

30-49 2084 2941 39.3% 5.43% 0.954 0.607 0.725 0.742

50-64 1580 1768 25.1% 6.22% 0.947 0.749 0.825 0.836

65-89 2565 2568 16.1% 8.30% 0.925 0.839 0.874 0.880

Table 1: Tweet Sample Sizes and Classifier Accuracy Per Cohort

Methods

We hand coded every tweet in the sample (N = 16,245) for whether it is elec-
tion related or not, giving us gold-standard labels against which to measure
classifier accuracy. Two types of election tweets were flagged: 1) tweets that
are plainly related to the presidential election through salient text or visuals,
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and 2) tweets that are vaguely related to the presidential election, in that
they seem to strongly assume an audience primed by election events. For
more details on the exact coding procedure, refer to the codebook in the
Appendix. The hand coding was carried out by three coders, who first coded
a reliability sample, reconvened to discuss and update the codebook, and
then recoded the sample. The three coders achieved a percent agreement
of 0.965, a Brennan-Prediger coefficient of 0.931, and a Krippendorff’s Alpha
coefficient of 0.921.

Classifier Accuracy

Webegan addressing our first research question by assessing the accuracy of
keyword-based classifiers. In addition to examining the performance of our
expert-curated keyword classifier described in the previous section, we used
our labeled corpus to inductively construct and assess the performance of
numerous keyword classifiers. Specifically, we split our data into an 80%
training set and 20% test set, using age information andhand-coded labels to
balance by both age and election content. We then used information about
word frequency in the training set to construct 10,000 potential keyword
classifiers (i.e., keyword lists), which we assessed with the test set.

We constructed these classifiers using a 2-parameter model: For each
unique word in the training corpus, it was included in the keyword classifier
if it (1) occurred within the training corpus more frequently than somemini-
mum occurrence threshold α, and if (2) the ratio of occurrence in election
tweets vs. non-election tweets was greater than some threshold β. In other
words, the first parameter helps control for rare words by requiring a key-
word to appear at least α times, while the second parameter helps control
for common words by requiring a keyword to be β times more frequent in
election-related tweets.

We used the hand labels to identify a tweet as election related or not. We
searched 100 threshold values, from 0-99, for each parameter, resulting in a
total of 10,000 (100×100) potential classifiers. For both parameters, the lower
threshold of 0 represents a naïve baseline in which the parameter does not
restrict any words from being used in the classifier. The upper threshold of
99 represents an expected reasonable maximum, with α = 99 meaning that
a termmust occur at least 99 times to be considered “not rare” and β = 99
meaning that a termmust occur 99 times more in the election corpus to be
considered “not common.” Together, these parameters map the space of
potential keyword classifier performance.
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False Negative Analysis

We were particularly interested here in false negatives – tweets which are
election related, but which were computationally labeled as non-election
related – since they represent what a keyword classifier overlooks. This
analysis was used to continue addressing our first research question of how
keyword classifiers perform in the face of participatory politics, and to begin
addressing our second research question of what we miss under such an
approach. It was conducted over the set of false negatives generated by our
expert-curated keyword classifier.

Since keywordmethods rely exclusively on text, we looked at the distribu-
tion ofmedia attachments in the set of false negatives to see ifmedia usewas
driving the high false negative rates. Additionally, we inductively enhanced
our expert-curated keyword list by examining the 30 most frequently used
terms in each cohort’s set of false negatives, andmanually adding those that
would make for good election keywords. The first author made the initial
selection, informally pulling out all words with a clear tie to the election
and ignoringmore general and/or ambiguous terms (e.g., “tonight”, “right”);
following this, the rest of the authors reviewed and endorsed the selection.
This process generated a list of 10 new keywords: “president,” “votes,” “vot-
ers,” “ballots,” “democracy,” “republicans,” “donald,” “four years,” “4 years,”
“four seasons.” Next, we ensured that this keyword list produced fewer false
positives than the original list for every individual cohort (its maximum rate
was 2.2% for 50-64 year-olds, which ismore than a point below theminimum
rate in the original classifier, as per Table 1). Although this confirmed that
the keywords in the inductively-expanded list did not heighten the issue of
false positives, the blatantly election-related terms therein (e.g., “president”)
were not included in the original list over concerns that they would do just
that. Finally, wemeasured the proportion of “keywordifiable” false negatives
per cohort, or those that would be correctly identified as election related,
had these inductively-determined keywords been included in the initial
list. That is, we examined the share of election tweets that contain election-
related keywords (i.e., are “keywordifiable”), but that were overlooked by
the original classifier because those particular keywords were not included
in the original list.

Figure 1 summarizes the various procedures we used to classify election
tweets in this work, and how they are related to each other.
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Figure 1: Schematic of Election Tweet Classification Procedures

Critical Discourse Analysis

Finally, to continue addressing what is lost through a keyword approach,
and to determine how that loss matters both normatively and in terms of
measurement, we conducted a critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2013)
on the set of young user’s election tweets that weremislabeled by our expert-
curated classifier. We critically analyzed the tweet content, while centering
users’ political positionalities and relationships with power. Our goal was
to unpack the contents of the overlooked election speech, elaborate on the
challenges it poses to a keyword approach, and spell out how it ismeaningful
from a participatory politics lens.

Results

Classifier Accuracy

Our initial classifier based on an expert-curated list of 118 keywords achieved
a performance (F1 score) of 80.9%, which is highly consistent with the best
performance achieved (80.3%) by our inductive search over potential key-
word lists. Across all models, keyword classifiers tended to have low false
positive rates but high false negative rates. In other words, tweets labeled as
election related by a keyword classifier most likely are on topic, but these
classifiers potentially missed a large number of election-related tweets, er-
roneously identifying them as not related to the election. Since our sample
corpus included the most popular (i.e., retweeted) content, this suggests
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that these classifiers miss significant portions of the dialogue.

Table 1 shows how this dynamic breaks down across age cohorts, report-
ing key measures of performance for the expert-curated classifier. Here we
see that the false positive rates were considerably low across age groups:
When the classifier labeled a tweet as election related, it was usually cor-
rect. However, these rates were higher for older users, meaning the classifier
was more likely to exaggerate their contributions to the election discourse.
Meanwhile, the false negative rates (see Table 1) were high across the board,
suggesting that the keyword classifier oftenmissed tweets that truly are elec-
tion related. False negatives were more common for the youngest cohorts
(36.6% & 39.3%) than for the oldest cohorts (25.1% & 16.1%). Thus, when
confronted with an election tweet, there was a large chance the classifier
would declare it unrelated to the election – especially if it was posted by a
younger user.

We saw similar results in our inductive search of potential keyword lists,
with classifiers consistently under-representing the election content pro-
duced by younger users. Using this approach, our best performing classifier
required keywords to occurwithin the training corpus at least 83 times and to
occur 10 times more frequently in election tweets than non-election tweets.
See Figure 1 in the Appendix for classifier performance across all parameter
values. Similar to our expert-curated classifier, this model achieved an F1
score of 80.3% for all users, and generally performed better for older users
than younger users. Namely, this model achieved an F1 score of 83.3% for
those 65-89, an F1 score of 80.8% for those 50-64, an F1 score of 79.5% for
those 30-49, and finally an F1 score of 73.3% for those 20-29.

Again, high false negative rates seem to be driving this disparity. Figure
2 shows how classifiers’ false negative rates per cohort varied based on the
ratio of occurrence between election and non-election tweets. To better
visualize this variation in performance across our β parameter, Figure 2 fixes
theminimumoccurrenceparameter toα = 83, the valuewhichachieved the
best performance across all α parameters. The resulting classifiers across
varied β parameters consistently produced more false negatives for the
youngest users (20-29) and fewer false negatives for the oldest users (65-89).
Particularly bad classifiers also had high false negative rates for those 30-49,
but even the best possible keyword-based classifiers had poor performance
for 20-29 year-olds, while maintaining reasonably good performance for
other age cohorts. Across the 10,000 keyword-based classifiers we tried,
the model which gave the best performance for 20-29 year-olds still falsely
labeled nearly a quarter (23.1%) of their election tweets as non-election
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related. This performance is notably worse than that of other age groups:
The best classifier for 30-49 year-olds mislabeled 1/5 of their election tweets
(20.7%) as false negatives, while the best classifiers for 50-64 year-olds and
65-89 year-olds both only had a false negative rate of 9.7%.

Figure 2: The false negative rate per cohort (and overall) as the ratio of occurrence in election
tweets to non-election tweets threshold parameter (β) varies from 0 to 99. The minimum
occurrence parameter (α) is fixed to 83, the value which had the best performance. The
youngest cohort (20-29) maintains the highest rate of false negatives across all β ’s, while the
oldest cohort (65-89) maintains the lowest rate.

Together, these results suggest that keyword-based classifiers systemati-
cally overcount older users’ tweets and undercount younger users’ tweets.
The low level of false positives across models and age cohorts further sug-
gests that this effect is primarily driven by high false negative rates: For
youngerusers inparticular, keyword-basedmodelsmiss a substantial amount
of election-related speech.
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False Negative Analysis

Figure 3 shows the media breakdown of each cohort’s set of false nega-
tives. While users of all ages includedmedia in their election tweets, 20-29
year-olds were the most media-happy: Over half of their mislabeled tweets
contained a media attachment. This is significant, as most keyword classi-
fiers – ours included – are built to work with text, and do not deal withmedia
at all. Although wemay be able to pull text out of media objects, this is not
the norm for keyword approaches, it greatly increases the complexity of the
classification task, and the election cues still may not exist in the form of
text (for example: A picture or video of a candidate).

Figure 3: The proportion of images/gifs and videos for each cohort’s set of misclassified
election tweets. The “leftover” segments – labeled with their exact percentages - represent the
proportion of misclassified election tweets that do not contain any media attachments.

Next, Figure 4 visualizes the proportion of “keywordifiable” false nega-
tives per cohort, or the proportion of false negatives that would have been
correctly labeled in the case of an inductively expanded keyword list. As
previously described in the methods section, this classifier includes the 118
expertly-curated keywords listed in the Appendix, along with a manually-
curated list of terms which occurred frequently in false negative election
tweets. The youngest cohort had the smallest proportion of keywordifiable
tweets, at 11.2%. Chi-squared tests confirmed that 20-29 year-olds had sta-
tistically significantly (p < .002) fewer keywordifiable tweets than would be
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expected when compared with every other cohort1. Building on the results
in the previous subsection, this indicates that younger users employedmore
non-standard and varied language to talk about the election on Twitter, and
an improved keyword list would not have greatly improved our ability to
detect their election speech.

Figure 4: The proportion of each cohort’s misclassified election tweets that are “keywordifiable,”
or that contain a keyword match with our manually updated keyword list. The “leftover”
segments – labeled with their exact percentages – represent the proportion of misclassified
election tweets that do not contain a keyword match with the updated list.

Highlighting heavymedia use and a tendency toward language not easily
reduced to a set of keywords, the results displayed in Figures 2-4 suggest
that a keyword approach is ill-equipped to identify young people’s election
discourse on Twitter.

Importantly, the presence of media and a lack of keywordifiability repre-
sent distinct challenges to a keyword approach. While young people tended
to usemoremedia, they used about the same amount of text as older genera-
tions – that is, moremedia does not imply less text. Despite this generational
parity in text length, the actual words young people used do not appear to
lend themselves to a keyword-based approach.

1Chi-squared tests for independence between the other cohorts did not show any statistical
significance.
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Critical Discourse Analysis

We concluded our investigation by critically analyzing election tweets au-
thored by young users that a keyword approach failed to pick up on. What
do wemiss when we neglect these tweets, and how does it relate to issues of
measurement and to our collective understanding of participatory politics?

First, we sawapolitically polarized landscape take shape in the set ofmis-
labeled tweets, with clear divisions between Biden supporters and Trump
supporters. While the political opinion space cannot be reduced to two ideo-
logical camps, andahyperfocus onpolarizationobscuresmore fundamental
issues of social cohesion spurred by white supremacy (Kreiss &McGregor,
2021), the structure of US presidential elections inevitably prompts party
identification andpolarized behavior. Attitudinal differences emerged in the
tweets, signaling distinct relationships with state power; for example, in the
lead up to the election, Trump supporters expressed entitlement (“we have
to win,” “I want a thunderous win”), whereas Biden supporters expressed
unease (“it’s the United States of Anxiety,” “I’m terrified for tomorrow”).
Structural differences also pointed to divergent relationships with power,
as a small number of prolific Trump supporters dominated the pro-Trump
discourse, while support for Bidenwasmore dispersed. Although users were
easily grouped by their favored candidate, variation within those camps –
particularly the Biden camp – was evident. For instance, when the race was
called for Biden, many supporters celebrated Trump’s loss (“#byetrump,”
“bye sweetie”), others – especially users of color – celebrated Harris’s historic
victory2, and a few (white men) directly celebrated Biden’s win.

We point out these partisan dynamics and their nuances because they
provide high-level context for the examined tweets and inform the processes
of in-group construction that arise. They also explain why wemostly focus
on the behavior of Biden supporters in the following subsections, as this
group far outnumbered the group of Trump supporters. Although therewere
a near equal amount of tweets from both sides, as mentioned, they were
concentrated differently: 46 registered Republicans produced 187 tweets,
while 151 registered Democrats produced 221 tweets. Therefore, we can
speak to discursive patterns and strategies among Biden supporters without
overdetermining the voices of a select few users; the same cannot be said
of Trump supporters. Still, we comment on the pro-Trump tweet content
where salient.

2Tweets celebrating Harris tended to follow a similar formula, with an image or video of
Harris alongside text noting her win; as such, they seem more interested in the optics and
historical nature of the event, rather than the policy implications.
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Humor

We found that humor – largely conveyed through memes, visual media, and
cultural references – pervaded the set of Biden supporters’ tweets that were
misclassified. This stood in contrast to the serious and assertive tone of
Trumpsupporters, who embraced amatter-of-fact, pseudo-journalistic style
of tweeting; for example, they rooted claims of voter fraud in “basic math
and statistical probability” and posted video footage of election-related
demonstrations with highly descriptive captions (e.g., “multiple protesters
crowd the street as police stand by”).

A great deal of the humorous pro-Biden tweets seemed to exclusively
exist to mock Trump. For instance, a video of a child having a tantrum was
captioned with the text, “Tr*mp’s advisors explaining to him that he lost”
(Figure 5, left); a similar video included the text, “actual footage of Donald
Trump leaving theWhite House.”3 Users likewise took aim at Trump’s erratic
behavior during vote-counting, with one person tweeting, “pretty crazy how
anNBA teamcanbewinning at halftime, then the other teamcan scoremore
points and win. I think this is a huge problem that needs to be sorted out.”
The mocking extended to Trump supporters more broadly, as users made
fun of their rigidity (see Figure 5, right) and perception of the left (“we’re all
fucked up on coke at the gender neutral bathroom in antifa headquarters”).
For the creators and viewers alike, these tweets served as a creative outlet
for the frustration felt toward the sitting president and his base. Often,
they went even deeper than frustration, providing sincere commentary on
how political leadership in the US impact who and what is deemed socially
acceptable (e.g., by hyperbolizing how the right views queerness); in this
way, they recognized the stakes of the election, and took a serious position
on the harms of Trump’s reign. Finally, these tweets humiliated Trump and
his power, while bonding those who were in on the joke(s) (Steele, 2016).

This bonding was further facilitated by the many tweets that found their
humor through cultural references, such as the TV show It’s Always Sunny in
Philadelphia (Figure 6, left) and the video game Among Us (Figure 6, right).
These tweets fostered in-group bonding by awarding meaning and credi-
bility only to those familiar with the reference (Steele, 2016). They actively
worked to create a shared context by providing a template for participation,
and their recurrence is a testament to that. The same can be said of memes
more generally.

3Note that neither of these tweets are keywordifiable, due to the “*” in “Tr*mp” in the former,
and the fact that the text referenced in the latter is contained in the attached video rather than
the body of the tweet.
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Figure 5: Examples of Tweets Mocking Trump and Republicans

Figure 6: Examples of Tweets with Humor Drawn from Cultural References

Memes establish discursive molds that lend themselves to easy repe-
tition and remix, which invites others into the conversation (Mina, 2019).
While a number of memes showed up in our set of tweets, here we focus on
the election mapmeme as a useful example – a selection of four instances
is shown in Figure 7. The election mapmeme worked to (re)contextualize
the election and its events by taking one of its salient symbols and repur-
posing it; its use demonstrates political knowledge, as onemust understand
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something in order to remix it. In all cases, it conveyed an absurdist orienta-
tion toward the election not generally welcome in formal political spaces,
whether by foregrounding non-political figures (like Britney Spears or a
frog), or associating an entirely blue map with a silly, made-up platform
(like producing Mama Mia 3 or enacting a new menu at Taco Bell). The
mapmeme’s absurdist elements downplay the importance of the election,
acknowledging a certain powerlessness within the electoral system. Despite
employing overt political symbols, the meme does not invite debate, but in-
stead channels that powerlessness around the election into a generative joke,
and in doing so,makes a claim for a different type of ownership over the elec-
tion process (Christiansen & Hanson, 1996; Jenkins et al., 2016). Meanwhile,
the (re)contextualization separates the meme frommainstream discourse
somewhat, maintaining the claim of ownership for the in-group alone, and
a non-threatening appearance in the dominant group’s eyes (Steele, 2016).

Figure 7: Four instances of the election map meme. Note that the tweets that look like they
were authored by Biden were instead photoshopped for the sake of the joke.

The humorous tweets discussed here embody participatory politics
through their playful, interactive nature, and the way they leveraged cul-
tural references to bond users and reconfigure political power. Yet, they
present clear obstacles for keyword-based detection, asmuch of their mean-
ing is tied to media (which also holds for the reporter-esque pro-Trump
tweets mentioned earlier), external cultural referents, and/or intentionally
obscured symbols.
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Collective Emotion

Perhapsmore than anything, emotionswere centered in our set of examined
tweets. As a whole, the tweets depicted “election Twitter” as a space to
cultivate mood and circulate emotion, which stands in stark contrast to
the way emotions are typically devalued in favor of logic and rationality in
formal political settings (Ahmed, 2014; Blumler & Kavanagh, 1999; Steele,
2016). As with humor, this feature primarily resided in the Biden camp;
although Trump supporters clearly expressed anger toward Democrats and
left-leaning media, they mainly used that emotion to proffer intellectual
claims rather than communicate feeling.

The central role of affect was largely evidenced by the general orienta-
tion toward mainstreammedia among Biden supporters: These users cited
media reporting, and waited on news organizations to call the race. In these
ways, and unlike many of the Trump supporters, they did not present as
journalists or analysists themselves, but something else, primarily engaged
with the experience of the election. This emphasis on subjective experience
echoes the way bloggers have been described, which has contributed to
their marginalization as writers (Papacharissi & Meraz, 2012). However, it
should not be taken as a weakness, as it aims the spotlight at those actu-
ally participating in the discourse and encourages them to bring their full
selves to the conversation. After all, electoral outcomes (and politics more
generally) matter deeply at the level of the individual.

There were manymoments categorized by an outpouring of emotion,
such as anxiety in the lead-up to the results (as mentioned), and joy after
the race was called. In these cases, users often included images and videos
capturing rich emotional expression (see Figure 8), which served to heighten
affective signals. Emojis, gifs, and other built-in Twitter features were used
for similar ends. Adding to this, an entire genre revolving around calls for
self-care and “sanitizing the timeline” cropped up. The calls for self-care
acknowledged the election’s emotional intensity, and directed readers to
attend to how they feel (“how are you treating yourself today? you deserve
it”). Relatedly, the attempts to “sanitize the timeline” mostly involved cute
animal pictures meant to distract viewers from the election and its emo-
tional toll. Overall, these tweets emphasized feeling to their audiences, and
positioned it as a critical aspect of the election; moreover, they actively in-
tervened on feelings of anxiety and overwhelm, creating a community of
care and signaling a sense of political self-efficacy.

Participatory politics is evident in these appeals to emotion, as they
renegotiate what matters during the election and who gets decide. Through
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Figure 8: Examples of Tweets That Use Media to Convey Emotion

that process of renegotiation, they also forge social ties and perform acts of
solidarity that communicate political agency/empowerment. Like the hu-
morous tweets, the affective tweets too resist a keyword approach for being
media-rich and/or deliberately averting straightforward election speech in
the name of community care.

As a whole, the false negative election tweets – whether emotional, hu-
morous, partisan, or otherwise – highlight how an automated keyword ap-
proachmisses important examples of political speech, categorizing them
instead as irrelevant and functionally erasing them from the election dis-
course.

Discussion

We found that a keyword-based approach to data collection is not well-
suited to detect young people’s participation in online election discourse.
First, young people communicated about the election in large part through
media, which is beyond the scope of a keyword method. Second, many of
their election tweets seemed to be absent of standard election language,
which violates the fundamental assumption of the approach. Our critical
discourse analysis illuminated each of these challenges, and uncovered
how they specifically disregard manifestations of participatory politics. It is
likely, too, that the problem will only exacerbate as “algospeak” – purposely
obscured language to evade algorithmic content moderation – becomes
more widespread (Lorenz, 2022).
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The limits of a keyword approach are closely linked to the enduring nar-
rative of youth political apathy. In the shadow of this narrative, incomplete
data relating to young people’s political participation could easily read as
evidence of political apathy. Researchers may be unlikely to realize that con-
tent is being missed, as this evidence is in line with a prominent argument.
What’s more, they are poised to reinforce that argument. Charging young
people with political apathy is completely unhelpful. If apathy were indeed
the case, publicly maligning young people for it would be a shallow and
unserious response. Further, the charge makes no attempt to recognize –
and thereby effectively erases – the political contributions they do make.

The participatory politics literature makes clear that young people are
meaningfully engaged with politics, just in ways that are less tied to formal
structures. This was underscored by our critical discourse analysis of young
people’s mislabeled election speech. We found that the overlooked tweets
contained vivid conversations about the election. In leveraging humor and
affect – itself a powerful rejection of elitist political norms – they signaled
political understanding and self-efficacy, facilitated in-group bonding, and
renegotiated political power. The fact that they encompassed non-standard
ways of discussing the election – through absurdist memes or emotional
acknowledgment, for instance – does not take away from their relevance or
value. Rather, it adds to it by creating more space for critical engagement
with the election that puts voters and their experiences at the center.

Therefore, future work should focus on how to better detect the political
speech associated with young people. While a standard keyword approach
is bound to miss a great deal, our results suggest that incorporating optical
character recognition (OCR) (Chaudhuri et al., 2017) – that is, searching
for linguistic signals within the attached media – would already be a major
improvement. Tools for implementing OCR already exist, such as the open
source Tesseract engine4 (Amalia et al., 2018), and researchers should strive
to make themmore accessible andmainstream.

Beyond that, researchers should work toward developing methods that
can recognize vague or nonstandard speech – i.e., speech that is not key-
wordifiable. Thismay involve leaning on contextual clues, such as the times-
tamp of a post, the language used in the replies, or the poster’s history. The
latter has shown promise in the case of hate speech detection (Qian et al.,
2018). The concept of keywordifiability underscores the plurality of ways
one can communicate about a given topic bymeasuring the extent to which
some discourse can be reduced to a set of keywords. This is especially useful

4https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract/
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in the context of communication on social media, where expression is free
of journalistic standards and other limits; if we resort to imposing limits
in our attempts to capture this expression – for instance, by decreeing that
certain keywords be present – wemiss much of what makes social media
discourse distinctive, vibrant, and inclusive. Keywordifiability is thus help-
ful for determining the sufficiency of using keywords to study a particular
online discourse, as well as for thinking through who and what might be
discounted.

The policing of what counts as valid political participation often works
to privilege the already privileged andmarginalize the already marginalized.
For better or for worse, researchers hold significant power in this validation
process. This study shines a light on how that power may be as subtle as
constructing a keyword list: The seemingly small assumption that election
speech contains mainstream election text can introduce a whole suite of
biases that affect how different groups’ participation is understood. Here,
we focused on how that impacts young people; however, our conclusions
carry implications for other social groups at the margins of mainstream
discourse (Blodgett et al., 2016; Fraser, 1990), which future studies should
dig deeper into.
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Appendix: Keyword List
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Appendix: Codebook

DESCRIPTION OF TASK:

Our task is to identify tweets related to the 2020 U.S. presidential election.

PRE-FILLED FIELDS:

Title Description/Definition

LINK Link to tweet (str)

USERID User ID of tweet’s author (int)

AGE Age of tweet’s author, as of 6/2021 (float)

TEXT Full text of tweet (str)

FAVORITE COUNT Favorite count of tweet, as of 12/2021 (int)

RETWEET COUNT Retweet count of tweet, as of 12/2021 (int)

CREATED AT Date and time at which tweet was posted,
EST (str)

MEDIA “True” if tweet includes media, “False” oth-
erwise (bool)

MEDIA COUNT Number of media attachments in tweet (int)

MEDIA TYPE Set of strings describing type of media
attachments [photo/video/animated gif]
(set/list)

FIELDS TO CODE:

THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE NOTMUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE!
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Title Description/Definition

ELECTION P Coded as 1 if the tweet is about the PRES-
IDENTIAL election, and 0 otherwise. The
tweet must strongly reference the 2020
presidential election and its associated
events. This includes tweets that mention
one or more of the (vice) presidential candi-
dates (the central candidates were Donald
Trump, Joe Biden, Howie Hawkins, and Jo
Jorgensen; a more complete list of candi-
dates can be found here). This also includes
tweets that reference vote counting, voting
methods, election-related activities (e.g., ral-
lies), voting fraud, etc., in ways that firmly tie
them to the events of the 2020 presidential
election (e.g., calls to stop vote counting).
Mention of battleground states or states
that were slow to be called may also heavily
(but not necessarily) indicate that the tweet
is related to the presidential election.
Be inclusive when marking this category.

ELECTION V Coded as 1 if the tweet seems to be about
the presidential election, but is vague, ab-
sent of obvious keywords, or otherwise am-
biguous; 0 otherwise. This can include:
vague panicking about the results of the
election, vague wondering about the cur-
rent state of the election, vague confusion
surrounding election results, vague concern
for what could happen after the election, etc.
Includes tweets about voter turnout and/or
efforts to suppress it. Put differently, in or-
der to be meaningful, the tweet seems to
rely on the notion that most people reading
it are primed in their thinking by the elec-
tion and its events, which were particularly
chaotic and uncertain in 2020.
Use the replies and the date to help guide
your intuition. Be inclusive when marking
this category.
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Appendix

Figure 1: Election tweet classifier F1 scores for minimum occurrence parameter α between
0 and 99 along the x-axis (i.e., a keyword must appear that many times in the training set’s
election tweets), and ratio of occurrence parameter β between 0 and 99 along the y-axis (i.e.,
the ratio of occurrence for a keyword between election tweets and non-election tweets in
the training set must be at or above that threshold). The highest F1 score achieved is 80.3%,
which occurs when α = 83. This is in line with the performance of our classifier based on an
expert-curated keyword list, which achieved an F1 score of 80.9%.
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